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Prologue 

One night, when I looked up to the clear nocturnal starry sky delving 

into the endless vastness of the universe I felt it as strong as never 

before: 

This universe – this unique construct, resembling a divine piece of art, 

full of fascinating beauty and harmony, sparkling, blinking, constantly 

changing and yet consistent – is a creation of heaven, a creation of the 

being GOD, is ITS expression, ITS piece of art, in which IT shows us, 

ITS creatures, ITself. 

It was a divine celestial piece of art – expression of the ONE, of the 

highest being in this universe – which presented itself to me, manifested 

itself, captivated me. Time and space dissolved and it was as if I was 

melting with the universe. 

In this very moment I had the feeling to already have been on a journey 

through this universe for a long time – many million years as I sensed 

such a strong familiarity with the universe as you can only sense when 

knowing something very well. This familiarity could not originate from 

my current life but had to go far more back. 

Like clouds passing by questions arose such as: “Who or what created 

this universe? For which purpose it was created? What do the countless 

planets serve? How many beings, maybe even human beings, do live in 

this universe? Why do they exist or rather what is their task?” 

By further gazing at the starry sky and immersing into its endless 

dimensions I had the feeling as if a powerful lightning stroke from above 

into my heart. That moment my heart expanded, it took my breath away 

and my entire focus was on that instant, on what was happening with 

me:  

A blazing lightning of ardent love, almost painful, hit my heart which was 
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vibrating and beating strong and stronger. An enormous power made it 

expand in a way I thought it would shatter. Some deep sighs came off 

my breast and I had the feeling of dispersing in a fluffy cotton wool 

cloud. 

 

In this unique moment I felt it: the love, the cosmic love, the love for this 

universe, for those stars up above, for that being that created this divine 

piece of art, that lets me look at this piece of art, that lets me travel 

through this universe, that lets me play to discover and re-experience it 

again and again and to rediscover and re-experience myself again and 

again. 

 

That was when I heard music, music of the spheres, oscillating music 

swinging me and all beings living in this universe through the universe 

on a giant swing boat. My body, stiff until now, began to gently and 

rhythmically sway in harmony with the swinging sounds of the universal 

music that  was being played for me in this moment. 

All at once I knew: together with my music friends “Adma Music 

Friends” I want to bring this music into the material world. The way we 

created, from scratch, the album “Swinging Peace” with unique peace 

songs – originating from the love for peace – the way the new album 

“Swinging Universe” should arise, too – originating from the love for this 

universe, for this unique, divine piece of art created by the ONE. 

This is how the first song of the album “Swinging Universe” was 

created, entitled “Journey into the universe”: 

Translated lyrics (English only): 

Journey into the universe 
Lyrics: Helene Walterskirchen, Music: Martin Schlögl 
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sun, moon, stars, 
the planets and us, 
are traveling through the universe, 
from heaven to hell,  
from hell to heaven, 
from the love for solitude, 
from solitude to commonality. 
 
Music unifying us, 
music holding us,  
music touching us gently, 
music carrying us off, 
into another world, 
taking us on a journey  
through a universe of sounds, 
where we are notes, 
sounding in this universe:  
 
Powerful, loving, 
devoted, unifying us 
in love to this universe, 
we immerse into the very base 
of existence, of creation,  
let ourselves carry  
by the spheres of music, 
the vibration, the love, 
everything arose from, 
the sun, the moon, the stars, 
the planets and us.  
 
Universe, my home, 
my heaven, where I am, 
my eternal self, 
essence of this universe, 
where everything unites, 
all life in this universe, 
towards the united universal sun, 
that created this universe 
 
Universe, universe, 
Angel of Universe, 
Fire of Universe, 
Heart of the Universe, 
Love of the Universe. 
The entire album „Swinging universe“ consists of 11 songs and can be 
listened to and downloaded for a fee at www.admamusicfriends.com.  

 

http://www.admamusicfriends.com/
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Introduction 

 

When we are born into this world we do not know who or what we are. 

Our “I” does not have a solid form and does not know what it is. Only by 

the fact that our parents give us a name and emphasise certain 

characteristics in us like “You are very brave” or: “You are very creative”, 

we build up an identity of ourselves: “I am John/Karin Muller. I am from 

Munich. I am Bavarian. I am German.” Who would continue this with: 

“…I am European. I am a world citizen. I am a universal citizen.” 

Probably no one. We have, unconsciously, a very limited horizon, a kind 

of soup plate and we do not look beyond its edge. 

From the beginning we identify ourselves with dream figures and/or 

roles like “Robin Hood”, “King Arthur”, “Jeanne d’Arc” or “Cleopatra”. We 

want to be like them – so brave, courageous, noble, seductive. Later, 

further roles are added, roles we pick up: the role of an emancipated or 

rather self-confident career woman, the role of a professional achiever, 

the role of the adventurer, the role of the perfect housewife and mother, 

the role of the critical judge etc. By this we take over the characteristics 

which suit especially well with us and integrate them into our “I”. We 

become “good wives” and “good husbands”, we become “good 

employees of a company”, we become “good citizens of a country” etc. 

We develop into a being with a so-called “personality” with which, 

however, we often do not feel very comfortable and which sometimes 

seems strange. Likewise it is with our life. 

Again and again we feel not to be ourselves but to be controlled 

externally, like automatic machines which function but which do not 

really live the life that corresponds with their nature. Our “I” and our life 

sometimes seem to be a higgledy-piggledy ball of wool with our so-

called true self being hidden where the ball of wool commences and 
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without having access to it (any more). 

We feel like “Truman Burbanks” in the known movie “The Truman 

Show” who, over the course of his life, has to realize that he lives in an 

artificial world controlled remotely and that he is just an actor being 

surrounded by other actors who play their role in a predefined script. 

Like Truman we just wish one thing: to get out of this show, out of this 

world, out of our roles. We want to get into the true world, into our true 

self and into our true life. 

Thus, we start our quest for our true self and life by questioning 

ourselves things like: “Who or what am I really?”, “Why do I live and 

what is the true purpose of my life?”, “Where is my place in this life?” 

We hope to find the exit into freedom, we hope to find clarity and 

truthfulness by getting the answers to these questions. 

We direct our focus into our inner self, into our soul, into our feelings 

and thoughts, into our “I” in order to reach the place where our true self 

is hidden, hidden like a pearl at the end of the higgledy-piggledy ball of 

wool. We start the laborious job to untangle ourselves and to get back 

to our origin.  

In this period of self-contemplation and self-discovery we might be 

sitting outside one mild summer evening, watching the sun going down 

and the stars going up. We feel magically attracted by the nocturnal 

starry sky and look up, immerse in the natural spectacle offered to us 

and dive into the universe. 

In this moment something happens to us, something we had not known 

until now: our heart opens up towards the universe, becomes wide and 

wider, starts to pulse, becomes warm and warmer and burns like a fire. 

We are excited by the universe, feel a deep love for the universe and 

experience a complete state of happiness like we have not experienced 

before in our life. 
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In the face of the universe we feel one: one with ourselves, one with this 

universe, one with life, one with this world. There are no more 

questions, just a state of being at the right place and being the true self. 

We are ourselves. We are not a package of roles any more dragging 

along with us. We are not artificial actors in this game of life any more. 

We are not estranged from ourselves anymore. We are truthful 

universal citizens in the big game of the universe. We disconnected 

from the gaming worlds of the universe. 

We broke down our barriers! We are free! We found ourselves! We 

are happy! 

By writing this book I would like to make you, dear reader, aware of the 

fact that we are not the limited beings who we believe to be. We are not 

only citizens of a town or a country, but citizens of this universe. Most 

people, however, do not have a universal consciousness or a 

consciousness about the fact that they are playing a universal mega 

game of which they are a part and in which they are playing their own 

games. They mutate into actors playing several roles and by doing so 

estranging themselves more and more from their true self. In addition, 

they take everything deadly seriously. Life, however, is not a deadly 

serious matter but a playful one you should not meet with doggedness 

or suffering but with humour and serenity. 

Our game of life is part of the game of this universe. Everything is a 

huge orchestration in order to produce our own life movie. It is our task 

to recognize, understand and see through our life movie’s “making-of”, 

our own life movie production world and our various roles. This book 

would like to lead you out of the “deadly serious view” into the 

“humorous view” because the one who stands above his life play 

cannot but do one thing: smile. 

Castle of Rudolfshausen    Helene Walterskirchen 

November 2015 
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Fascination Universe 

The universe with its numerous stars one can see at the nocturnal 

starry sky has always been fascinating to the human beings, even in the 

Stone Age: in the world-famous caves of Lascaux in the southwest of 

France researchers made an astonishing discovery. Between the 

animal depictions they found dark dots in which they saw the stellar 

constellation of the Plejades. Being about 17.000 years of age this 

would be one of the oldest starry layouts ever found. 

Who does not want to learn more about the genesis of our universe, 

how galaxies, stars, planets and moons formed? The use of the latest 

telescopes and the modelling of relevant physical processes enable the 

astronomers more than ever to make reliable statements about these 

celestial objects. 

The astronomy (from Greek: “observation of the stars”) is the science of 

the stars in this universe. The astronomy is said to be one of the oldest 

sciences. It investigates the properties of objects in the universe, such 

as celestial bodies, i.e. the properties of stars, planets, moons, 

asteroids, suns, galaxies as well as interstellar matter and the radiation 

appearing in space. Further, it grasps at understanding the universe as 

a whole. 

Thousands of years before Christ the Babylonians, Sumerians, Mayas 

and Egyptians used astronomic observations to define moon phases, to 

create calendars and to predict planetary motions and solar eclipses. 

Astronomy determines the self-perception of the human being and its 

view of its positions in the universe, nowadays in particular by the 

discussions about the origin of the universe and the search for habitable 

planets beyond our solar system. 

People have always been fascinated by what the stars and planets tell. 
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Once they were worshipped as gods. Even today’s planet names, e.g. 

Venus, Jupiter, Saturn etc. are based on the Greco-Roman view that 

these planets were gods and determined our lives. 

Even today, in our scientifically undeceived society, many people 

empower the stars and planets to decide about their fate as you can 

see in astrology. Astrology’s roots are very old and to be found in the old 

India, in Egypt and Greece. 

Researchers are fascinated by the view into the universe in a new way 

as the light of the stars brings messages from what was a long time ago 

– and what will be in the future. 

No matter if with the bare eye, a telescope or even a space telescope – 

whatever the human being sees when looking at the stars, is always 

only a reflection of the past. The news of a star’s death reaches us 

analogically delayed. The astronomer Johannes Kepler observed such 

event in 1604. He reported about a bright star fading one year after its 

lighting up. What he saw was a so-called supernova – a star with a lot 

of mass had exploded. In 1941, astronomers finally discovered the 

remains of this so-called Kepler supernova. According to the 

estimations, the cloud of rubble is about 10.000 to 23.000 light years 

from earth away. This means: When Kepler saw the light of the 

explosion, the star had actually been burst some thousand years ago. 

The star closest to earth is the sun. The next fixed star in the classical 

sense of the term is Proxima Centauri. It is 4.22 light years away (1 light 

year = 9.461 trillion kilometres). The brightest star following the sun is 

Sirius with an apparent brightness (brightness of a celestial body as 

seen from earth) of -1,46 mag (in comparison to this: the sun – 26,73 

mag), followed by some 20 stars of first magnitude. All stars which can 

be seen with the bare eye belong to our galaxy. They are concentrated, 

together with more than 100 billion weaker, (for the bare eye) invisible 

stars – in a weakly luminous belt across the night sky which marks the 
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level of our Milky Way (galaxy). 

The stars had already guided the discoverers their way across the sea 

around 1000 years ago. The later maritime nations England, Spain and 

Portugal guarded the blue prints of ships and navigation rules like state 

secrets. On the other side of the globe the navigation according to the 

stars was well known much earlier. The Polynesians who settled in the 

South Pacific around 4.000 years ago were brilliant seamen. They did 

not need a compass or specific records but had their star chart in their 

minds. 

Never, the human being’s fascination for the universe became less. 

Many people dream of going on a journey into the universe and getting 

to know other planets and worlds. Unfortunately this has not been 

possible yet. However, nowadays we have the possibility to perform 

such journeys with the help of video games and simulations. For this 

purpose a new game called “No Man’s Sky” was created. In this game 

the players can fly to 18 quintillion worlds in the universe and explore 

them. 

In an article of the magazine DIE WELT entitled “This game offers 18 

quintillion explorable worlds” dated 11 July 2015 you can learn more 

about the game: 

“…It is a special dream that “No Man’s Sky” is not a normal space-sim. 

The sheer scope of the video game is incredible by itself: players will 

have the possibility to head for 18 quintillion different worlds. This is an 

18 with 18 zeros behind. Every one of those worlds has its unique flora 

and fauna, its individual size and quality – every one of those worlds 

lives. … 

The universe in “No Man’s Sky” virtually creates itself. The whole 

gaming world generates itself procedurally. The question remains how 

the gaming world generates itself. Procedurally means in this case that 

Murray (chief developer of the space simulation) and his team did not 
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design the planets bit by bit by themselves but that they sketched 

natural laws and algorithms, genetic basics and structural 

subordinations building the basis of the game like a matrix… 

Murray explains it even simpler: “Imagine an endless sound wave. We 

designed certain rules for everything occurring in the universe. These 

rules relate to different points and sections on the wave. We attached 

algorithms to these rules or natural laws. Therefore e.g. trees do not 

grow under water – like here on planet earth. By means of these rules 

and algorithms the worlds arise and with them the inhabitants…” 

Whether you land on an ice, volcano or desert planet in the game “No 

Man’s Sky”, is pure coincidence. If you meet purple-black-striped 

pachyderms or green-dotted unicorn giraffes – it is coincidence. The 

underwater world is full of life, too. And even the spaceships are 

available in ten thousands of variations… 

Even if it sounds fantastic and almost real: “No Man’s Sky” is and 

remains a simulated universe, a game in which everyone can take 

part. 

We, however, are in a real universe. We can see it with our own eyes: 

heaven, the stars, the moon, the sun, the planets. Even if we still cannot 

really travel into the universe we can make this travel in our 

imagination. Meanwhile there are many photos of spaceships and/or 

space probes which were taken when flying through the universe. When 

looking at these fascinating pictures we can perfectly imagine flying 

through the universe ourselves and to see foreign planets and stars or 

even to visit them. 

The universe has a never ending fascination for us. But what is it that is 

so fascinating? 

One reason for this fascination might be that the universe is so gigantic 

and therefore exceeds our imagination of magnitude by a mega-
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multiple. We consider planet earth to be huge, but in the face of the 

universe the earth is not much more than a marble. The earth has an 

end. We can go around the earth. But the universe does not have an 

end and with the current possibilities we cannot discover or even go 

around it. 

According to science the universe is about 14 billion years old. We 

human beings are just about 30, 50 or 70 years old and our life spans 

are limited. The lifetime of the universe, on the other hand, is infinite. 

We are like one-day wonders in the universe. It will continue to live 

much longer while we will have turned to dust and ashes long since. 

In view of this fact the human being who attaches so much importance 

to its existence is reduced to a meaningless grain of sand no matter 

how rich or powerful it is. 

When we are face-to-face with the universe we are ravished and 

awestruck in view of its gigantic size, its infinity, its history. Any 

megalomania, any egomania, all believing to be someone drops away 

in this very moment. We reduce ourselves to what we really are: 

creatures among quintillions of creatures in this universe that come and 

go in a constant, eternal universe. 

And yet we feel a strong affinity and even love to this universe. We are 

captivated by it and we would, if possible, enter a spaceship this very 

day and fly out into it. Why is that? 

The universe provides us with a feeling of endless freedom, of union 

with the infinity of being. By connecting with it we do not feel as limited 

and mortal beings any more but as united universal creatures. 

 

Conclusion: 

 Our fascination for the universe is founded on the fact that it 
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represents the superlative of everything we know: 

It has the biggest size, 

it has the highest age, 

it has the oldest history, 

it has the widest infinity, 

it has the greatest diversity. 

 In view of the universe the pride, the megalomania, the 

egomania, the seeking for power, the imperiousness and the 

navel-gazing collapse. 

 In view of the universe the human being reduces to a 

meaningless speck of dust that exclusively lives on the wisdom 

and life force of the universe. 
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When the Church wanted to forbid people 

to think 

Processes against Galileo Galilei 

Article in the ‘Sueddeutsche Zeitung’ dated 15 February 2014 

By Christopher Schrader 

450 years ago Galileo Galilei was born. With his works about the 

movements of celestial bodies he shaped a new world view and upset 

the Pope. The church wanted to bring Galilei, if necessary, in chains. 

Twice the Florentine court mathematician Galileo Galilei had to appear 

in front of the tribunal of inquisition: 1616 and 1633. Both times it was 

because of the world view of Nicolaus Copernicus which placed the sun 

in the centre of the universe and made the earth a circling satellite. This 

contradicted the doctrine of the Catholic Church. Both times the process 

ended with the fact that a book was put on the index of inquisition: first 

Copernicus’ book “De revolutionibus”, then Galilei’s “Dialogue about the 

two world systems”, connected with a respective prohibion on teaching 

and thinking. […] 

Inquisition, of course, could not be misled in the process by Galilei’s 

trick. He tried it with a contrite partial confession and asked to do some 

touching-up later. But long since there was a struggle for power within 

the Curia not allowing any objective arguments at all. Therefore Galilei 

was sentenced on 22 June 1633 to be suspected of heresy and to have 

violated the edict of 1616. He had to revoke that the sun was rigid and 

that earth circled around it. The legend already said during his lifetime 

that while revoking this he had murmured: “Eppur si muove” (And it 

does move) – however, this is very unlikely. After all Galilei just escaped 

with his life. […] 


